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Abstract — The Cloud is an emerging technology derived from distributed computing of past, which holds grid as its infrastructure. Trust in service delivery through multi-level authentication over the cloud is a tedious task faced by both end users and cloud providers of today. Usage of Public Key Infrastructure PKI and Kerberos authentication are the existing authentication mechanisms in cloud. When the Service Level Agreement (SLA) could not be matched with the resources in the private cloud, it is necessary to do cloud bursting. Cloud bursting is a challenging issue, since when a job is being migrated from private cloud to public cloud; the heterogeneity with respect to authentication must be masked from the end user. We proposed a multi policy authentication scheme that acts as a delegator in migrating jobs from end user to hybrid cloud by bridging and managing SLA violations. The negotiations made between the delegator and third party authentication service and the complexity involved in multi-level authentication is hidden.
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1 INTRODUCTION

The cloud [1] is based on Service Oriented Architecture that acts as a service request-provider model that maps the services to a service registry. The SOA [2] is similar to the RMI [3] architecture where the former operates on large scale while later on the small scale. The cloud is a based on the distributed and utility computing. It provides the resources to the end user on pay per use model. The resources are provided by cloud in the form of services. There are three common services that are popular among the cloud providers. They are Software as a Service [4], Platform as a Service [5] and Infrastructure as a Service [6].

1.1 Software as a Service (SaaS)
The Software as a Service (SaaS) acts as a service delivery model that provides application usage over the Internet to its end users. The applications are of various types such as office, gaming, emails and file storage and sharing services. The SaaS is implemented through a web front end, interfaced by an application server connected to a back end database. There are various cloud providers involved in delivery of SaaS. They are Amazon (AWS-Amazon web services) [7], Abiquo [8], Salesforce [9], Akamai [10], Apprenda [11] and many others. The Application servers include JBOSS [12], Oracle Glassfish [13] and the database used mostly is MySQL [14]. In case of cloud database MongoDB [15] is used. The major support in the above tools is the open source type that helps to achieve the goals of developer, provider and the end user easily.

1.2 Platform as a Service (PaaS)
The Platform as a Service enable providers to service end users with set of tools and packages other than applications as in SaaS. The PaaS enable users to enjoy the services of SDKs, IDEs and other application infrastructure of specific platform as supported by the Cloud provider. The typical platform is Linux with supported tools such as gcc, tar, libre office and also the distributions such as fedora, Ubuntu etc. The Windows platform includes Visual studio 2012, SQL Server and Visual .NET runtime. The Apple platform includes tools such as Cocoa SDK and XCode IDE. The major PaaS providers are Amazon, AppScale [16] and Google (Google App Engine) [17] and many others.

1.3 Infrastructure as a Service (IaaS)
The Infrastructure as a Service enables cloud providers to provide hardware resources that enable to establish an infrastructure on end user’s domain. The IaaS allows cloud provide to provide resources such as memory in the form of hard disks, additional memory in the form of VMs [18] or Virtual machines, Servers, bandwidth allocation and other hardware services. The major IaaS providers are Amazon, AT&T, HP, GoGrid and many others.

Fig. 1. Service Oriented Architecture (SOA)
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1.4 Multi-level Authentication

The cloud security on identifying the unique end user for better service requires authentication. The traditional authentication involves a single sign on mechanism. It involves a single user name and password passed as an input by the end user over the web UI. The authentication in the cloud involves multiple levels. There are two types of authentication to be performed in the cloud for identifying user identity.

- Broker level authentication
- Resource level authentication

1.4.1 Broker-level Authentication

The cloud involved in providing the service can’t be able to manage the requests sent by the end user. The cloud provider allocates the user request management, SLA negotiation and other allocation/verification tasks to a trusted third party called cloud broker. It can be either an application/web server hosted by a authority to manage a private cloud or a IT firm for managing public cloud. A commercial cloud provider can’t handover large allocation/management tasks to a single cloud broker. It hands over the requests to multiple cloud brokers that are heterogeneous and unknown to each other. Performing the authentication through series of cloud brokers is called broker level authentication.

1.4.2 Resource-level Authentication

The end user is provided service through resources in the cloud. The resources range from data in a database, hardware validity from the manufacturer, digital certificates for data security and service tickets from the Kerberos. These resources are stored and deployed by the cloud in various geographical locations. Similar to the cloud brokers, resources are heterogenous to each other with respect to platform, environment, compatibility and capacity. Multiple resources are authenticated to provide better service and hence called resource level authentication. As both the broker and resource level authentication occurs via multiple levels through n brokers and resources, it can be called as multi level authentication.

1.5 Grid vs Cloud operability

The web services [19] along with virtualization [20] and SOA form the back bone of the cloud. It makes possible to enable simple resource management techniques through above two components in the clouds. The predecessor to the cloud is the grid computing [21]. The grid is a collection of resources in a server that is loosely coupled, heterogeneous and geographically distributed. The resources in grid are transferred to the cloud which can be instantiated into multiple copies by creating multiple instances of virtual machines.

1.6 User Request Management in Cloud

The server hosted in cloud can’t handle all the resource management strategies and computations for better services to the end user. The set of negotiations performed by multiple cloud brokers before handling the job to the cloud is known as multi-level authentication. The job submission to the cloud via heterogeneous multiple cloud brokers faces multiple drawbacks and complexities which reduce user friendliness are overcome by our proposed work.

Our objective is to develop a user friendly portal to interconnect the private cloud with grid infrastructure, to host the computational intensive task by hiding the underlying heterogeneity with respect to authentication requirements.

The rest of this paper is organized as follows. In Section II we compare our work with the existing literature and highlight our novelties. In Section III, we present the proposed architecture. Experimentation Result is described in Section IV followed by Conclusion and Further Enhancement in Section IV.

2 RELATED WORK

There are various experts expressed their findings in the domain of cloud computing. Buyya et al. [23] in his work described and implemented Aneka cloud in .NET platform to provide better services to the end users. It consists of various modules to divide the computation and resource management tasks within itself. Although Aneka is best in service delivery, it can provide services only in the windows platform. Commercial cloud providers requires the platform independent solutions such as java virtual machines and Linux which cannot be provided by Aneka. The Aneka requires windows which requires purchase of valid license from Microsoft which incurs more cost. For better operations it also requires purchase of other tools such as SQL server which is not feasible. Elisabetta Di Nitto et al. [24] in his work described various architectures for managing the dynamic brokerage of clouds in the environment. These include centralized, hierarchical, decentralized and combination of centralized and decentralized brokerage schemes. It uses multiple brokers in a predefined pattern to manage the re-
sources in multiple clouds. The resource management strategies to make effective service delivery are not defined in the architecture. Rather the overall view of the operations or backbone of the environment is presented. Jennifer G. Steiner et al [25] in her work describe the authentication via Kerberos server that authenticates the trusted user via ticket generation and service inputs. The steps involved in Kerberos Authentication are:

- Request for TGS ticket
- Ticket for TGS
- Request for Server ticket
- Ticket for Server
- Request for service

Although Kerberos seems to be a secure protocol for authentication, it has its own drawbacks. The migration of user passwords in UNIX environment from a UNIX database such as etc/passwd or etc/shadow to a Kerberos database is a tedious task. Kerberos has only partial compatibility with the Pluggable Authentication Modules (PAM) system used by Red Hat Enterprise Linux platforms. Kerberos performs trusted authentication over an untrusted host or a network. If malicious user obtains tickets from Key Distribution Center (KDC) the Kerberos authentication is at maximum risk. When using Kerberos in a larger network all clients and servers are need to be deployed the Kerberos service. If a certain client/server doesn’t possess the features of Kerberos service, it can’t handle the unencrypted passwords, which makes no utilization of Kerberos. It leads to vulnerable threat under risk.

3 PROPOSED ARCHITECTURE

The user submits the job to the cloud portal via the web UI hosted over the Internet. The input job is a block of code or program stored in a file. It is either a single file written in High level Language or a set of files containing the libraries such as header files in C or STL (Standard Template Library) in C++ or classes packed in JAR file accessed by packages in Java. The job is in the form of executable or archived format as in the case of C, C++ or JAR file format in the case of Java code. The user submits the job over the cloud which is handled by the cloud broker as follows. The code signer upon checking if the certificate of the job is invalid or failed and has a trusted data in input, it manually signs the job with the certificate issued by CA. The job signer handles the job to the job handler that places the jobs in job queue. It also stores the job data in a xml repository. The job queue along with xml repository acts as a hash table with data in repository acts as a hash key that maps the jobs in job queue. The service when requested by user, cloud fetches the jobs from queue and pass it over to the SLA verification where the jobs are verified for service delivery that fulfills SLA as defined by the cloud provider. The job is then transferred to the job scheduler that schedules the jobs as per SLA and FCFS (First Come First Served) order. The proposed system hides the complexities of the multi-level authentication when the user’s job is migrated from private cloud to public cloud. The modules involved in the proposed model are given below.

3.1 User

The user submits the job that consists of input files to be submitted to the cloud. The user submits the job in a web UI hosted over the internet.

3.2 Code Signer

The code signer acts as an interface between the user’s environment and the cloud. It performs initial processing and verifications before passing the job over the cloud. The operations such as manual signing upon the trusted job data by the certificates supplied by the CA are performed.

3.3 Job Handler

The job handler upon verification and preprocessing forwards the submitted jobs to the job queue. The job handler manages the ports involved in the connections over the internet. It also requests additional storage resources from the cloud to be used for job management.

3.4 Xml Repository

The xml repository is a file system that acts as a database in storing the jobs submitted by the user. The queue is implemented in xml as its light weighted and compatible with existing web service standards by defining xml schema for storing the details of the job. Whenever the job is submitted the xml repository creates a new instance and stores it into the designated folder which holds all the jobs which are waiting to be scheduled for its execution.

3.5 SLA Verification

The SLA Verification modules verify the input job to be compatible with the existing SLA rules. It checks whether the job satisfies the type of application, service, duration and the subscriptions that are agreed upon both by the service provider and the consumer. If the job passes the verification successfully, it passes the job over the CTN.

3.6 Credential Translation Module (CTM)

Currently there are 3 different types of credentials in the internet, where the service providers align themselves with more than one provider. They are single user name and password, PKI and Kerberos. The third party authentication services used in the proposed architecture are PKI and Kerberos. When the user’s SLA cannot be met with the private cloud, the proposed model migrates the job from the private cloud to the public cloud. While migration, the requirements of the public cloud has to be satisfied else the job migration will fail. To handle this requirement, CTM is implemented in the proposed system. The role of CTM is that it requests the official certificate authority to Kerberos server, to acquire a valid certif-
icate and a service ticket.
The sample xml format that describes the job submitted to the cloud is presented as follows.

```xml
<Jobs>
  <Job-Description>
    <JobID>       </JobID>
    <Name>        </Name>
    <Affiliation>
      <Organization>    </Organization>
      <Address>       </Address>
      <City>           </City>
      <Pincode>    </Pincode>
    </Affiliation>
    <mailto>         </mailto>
    <JobSpec>
      <Source-Language> </Source-Language>
      <No-of-files><No-of-files>
      <No-of-input><No-of-input>
      <Other>      </Other>
    </JobSpec>
  </Job-Description>
</Jobs>
```

The type of job submitted in the cloud comprised of two types. They are SIMD or Single instruction multiple data and MIMD or Multiple instruction multiple data.

### 3.7 Credential Database

The credential database is a xml repository of file system containing the user passwords and other essential information required by the CTM. The database is queried by CTM for authenticating the users upon with the decryption of job request is performed.

### 3.8 CA

The CA is the Certification authority involved in providing the certificate for the client requests on demand. The CA is a trusted third party operates in public key infrastructure.

### 3.9 Kerberos Server

The Kerberos is a server used to authenticate the users in the cloud. The Kerberos generates a ticket or unique value token which is assigned to the users in the cloud. The ticket is used throughout the session. It is stored in Kerberos database which is also used for the later sessions.

### 3.10 Job Scheduler

The job scheduler schedules the jobs submitted to the private cloud as per SLA and FCFS (First Come First Serve) manner. The job scheduler schedules in such a way so that deadlocks and starvations are not observed in the cloud.

![Fig. 2. User Negotiation/Job Migration in proposed Architecture](image)

### 3.11 Private Cloud

The private cloud is a cloud environment hosted to service the end user on behalf of the public cloud. If the private cloud cannot handle the job request it passes the job over to the public cloud for final computation. The private cloud is connected to the grid for providing the resources that are needed for the management and computation.

### 3.12 Grid

The grid is a non-virtualized environment with abundant collection of resources and services. If private cloud cannot manage by itself regards the resource management and computation, it request the grid. The grid grants the resources to the private cloud in the form of grid services. The private cloud consumes the resources from grid through a web service.

### 3.13 Cloud Broker

The cloud broker upon completion of request validation and SLA negotiation performs the post processing of the submitted job request by the user. The tasks involved are the final verification and checking the public cloud availability status and packing the data in a format compatible for public cloud. If job is serviced to the end user from private cloud, the operation of cloud broker is not essential.
3.14 Delegator

The delegator involves in the delegation operations between the private and public cloud. The only task of the delegator is to pass the data to the public cloud through the cloud interface.

3.15 Cloud Interface

The cloud interface is the middleware. It performs the tasks as required by the public cloud so as to be compatible with it for better service delivery to the end user.

3.16 Public Cloud

The cloud environment hosted to the public customers built on the grid. The public cloud has abundant resources that can manage any kind of job requests that is compatible with the predefined SLA.

4 JOB DESCRIPTION IN THE CLOUD

The job is submitted as input through the web UI in the Internet. In the experimentation the job is tested against the local server built with the cloud. The sample job taken for the experimentation is a set of classes written in java.

The sample CRL format used to revoke the invalid certificates in certificate chain authentication is performed as follows.

Listing. 1. Sample CRL Format

```plaintext
-----BEGIN X509 CRL-----
MIIDQTCCAikwDQYJKoZIhvcNAQEFA
BQAwdTETMBEGCgmSJomT8ixkARkWA25ldDESMBACgcm5r
68ixkARkWAmVzMSAwHgYDVQQLExdDZXJ0aWZpY2
F0ZSBbXRob3pjdGluczEZMBkcGA1UEEcMQRE9F
IFnjaWVvY2ugR3jpZDENMAsgAIUEAmEcGtpMRc
NDMiwNTA5MjAwMjMzNMDiwNjA4MjA9MjAxM2
WjCCAYEwEgIBXBeNMDi-wMzE5MTcyNjI4WjASAgFbFw0wMjAzMTkwMDA0N
JaMCACUXDTAyMDIx
MjIwMTkzMVowEwICAK8XDTAxMDUwNzAxM2
owEgIBUCbNMDiwMzEyMzAzMjMwM4WjATAgArhC
MDI-wN-
TA3MjMyMjM5WjASAgFPFw0wMjAzMjAxN
MBIAC4XDTAyMDI-wNDIxNTc1MVowEgIB
SRcNMDI-w
MzE0MjI0QTzWjASAgF2Fw0wMjAzMDgxOTMwM
zNaMBMCaChFw0wMjA0MzAyMDQwMjVa
MBICAAXDTAyMDI-TOI-wMTQwOFowEwIKAaXDTAyMDQwM2
NDI-wN
MBIACXDTAyMDI-wNDI-wN-
TA5MjdwMjM2WjASAgENFw0wMjAxMjgyMzE0NDZa
MBIACXDTAyMDMw
NTE5NDEwM1owEgIBOBcNMDIwMzE5MjMxOTI5WjA
SAgE3Fw0wMjAzMDgyMDE4NDIaMA0GCSqGSIb3
-----END X509 CRL-----
```

5 EXPERIMENTATION RESULT

The UI for the job submission to the cloud is provided by an html web page that is authenticated by a web service from behind. The private cloud is hosted in a Linux environment running Fedora OS. The private cloud is a Nimbus cloud client connected to a Globus tool kit. The Globus tool kit acts as a grid providing services to the private cloud. The CA is the Indian Certification Authority that provides certificates for the submitted jobs.

5.1 Hardware Requirements

The Globus tool kit installation is tested on the hardware platform comprised of Core i3 Intel Processor, 4 GB RAM, CentOS 5 and Hard Disk space of 100 GB.

5.2 Software Requirements

The Software requirements for the Globus tool kit installation comprised of J2SE 1.5, Apache Ant 1.6.5. The php installation requires a wamp server version 2.2 with Apache 2.2.22 and php 5.4.3. It also requires Visual C++ 2010 Redistributable.

5.3 Sequence Diagrams

The sequence diagram that describes the proposed architecture operation is presented as follows. The following diagram shows the interactions involved between the user and xml repository.
The following diagram shows the interactions between the SLA verification and user database.

Fig. 3. Interactions between user and xml repository

The following diagram shows the interaction between cloud interface and the public cloud.

Fig. 4. Interactions between SLA Verification and User Database

Fig. 5. Interactions between Private Cloud and Grid

5.4 EXPERIMENTATION SNAPSHOT

The snapshots taken during the work experimentation are presented below. The following snapshot describes the compilation of CertificateVerifier class.
The following snapshot describes the compilation of job classes for certificate verification in Netbeans.

Fig. 8. Compilation of CRLVerifier class

The following snapshot describes the invocation of certificate classes from PHP web client.

Fig. 9. Invocation of job from PHP Web Client

The following snapshot describes the result of invocation from PHP web client.

Fig. 10. Result of invoking job from PHP Web Client

6 CONCLUSION AND FURTHER ENHANCEMENT

The proposed work provides the architecture that hides the complexities of the multilevel authentication. It provides better user friendliness to the end user by providing better resource management and the credential security in the cloud. The architecture acts as a reusable framework that can be adopted in existing commercial cloud platforms by the providers. The future enhancement involves upgrading the architecture in more refined manner for performance. Scalability allows users to submit code and enhancements among the open source community for better performance.
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